Beech 1900D G950 Upgrade Standard Features

- Three-Screen Garmin G950 System, with dual, 10.4" Primary Flight Displays and 15" Multi-Function Display with moving map and engine indicating system
- Dual integrated radio modules providing WAAS/EBAS-certified GPS with LPV, VHF Nav with ILS and VHF comm with 25kHz or 8.33 kHz spacing
- Dual solid-state Attitude and Heading Reference Systems (AHRS)
- Dual digital air data computers
- Dual audio panels with intercom
- Dual flight director display
- FMS Controller with alpha/numeric keypad
- Integrated Class A TAWS with worldwide terrain and U.S. obstacles database
- Traffic Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) with dual, quad-pole antennas
- Traffic Information Service (TIS) alerts

G950 Options

- Synthetic Vision Technology (SVT), which allows flight crews to see a "3-D" "virtual reality" database landscapes on the pilot and copilot PFDs — even in solid IFR or nighttime VFR conditions
- Georeferenced Jeppesen charts powered by Garmin ChartView™
- Sirius XM™ weather and radio receiver for in-cockpit weather and music
- Radar Altimeter
- TCAS II including resolution advisories, dual high-power extended squitter transponders and dual diversity antennas
- Inmarsat satellite receiver for worldwide weather, voice and text messaging to any compatible phone or email address

The fully integrated, all-glass upgrade for the Beech 1900D
Based on the groundbreaking G1000 integrated flight deck, the G950 can bring even more value, utility and service life to your Beech 1900D cockpit systems. And it can do so while improving situational awareness and efficiency. No other upgrade comes close to the benefits of the G950 — for anything close to the price.

Garmin Integrated Flight Deck Sales Manager
scott.frye@garmin.com or 913.440.2412.